
L U X U R Y  D O S S I E R



/

noun
skill in a particular craft.

Art enriches life; the experience of using items that are crafted with care and attention to detail elevates 
experience; these truths have informed the way in which Kohler® conceives, designs and creates products. 

The collection in this book reflects Kohler’s intrinsic detailing to adorn the ambiance with bold luxury.  
Walk through enchanting work of gifted artisans, where bold design meets exquisite craftsmanship.

On the Cover:
Artist Editions Derring sinks marry the artistry and craftsmanship of a small studio with the manufacturing 
know-how of a global company, creating beautifully handcrafted pieces, each designed to help tell the  
story of you.

craftsmanship
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...Art washes away 
from the soul the dust 
of everyday life...



PABLO PICASSO
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A History of
INNOVATION

1873
Kohler Co. is founded by 
John Micheal Kohler in 
Sheboygan Wisconsin.

1972
KOHLER® Co. begins 
producing and 
marketing small engines.

2010
The second KOHLER® plant in 
Jhagadia, Gujarat, India, is completed 
and begins manufacturing faucets.

2014
KOHLER® celebrates the 
grand opening of its first 
office in Johannesburg, 
South Africa.

2015
David Kohler elected 
as President and Chief 
Executive Officer.

1984
Sterling Faucet Co.: 
first acquisition of 
KOHLER® Co. 

1883
An enameled castiron 
horse trough/ hog scalder 
is sold as a bathtub.

1905
Walter J. Kohler is 
elected as company 
president.

1967
New concept of boldly 
colored products under 
the tag line THE BOLD 
LOOK OF KOHLER®.

1948
KOHLER® Co. begins 
producing and marketing 
small engines.

1965
Inroduction of bathroom 
fixtures in “accent” colors, 
more vibrant than the 
pastels of the 1920’s.
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1937
Herbert V. Kohler,  
Sr., is elected President 
of KOHLER® Co.

2009
David Kohler is named 
President and Chief 
Operating Officer.

1988
KOHLER® Co. opens 
its first golf course.

1911
KOHLER® Co. introduces 
the industry’s first onepiece 
built-in-bath with an integral 
apron.

1920
KOHLER® Co. enters the 
Power Systems business.

1999
KOHLER® Co. expands 
European offices and 
distribution to include Oer- 
Erkenschwick, Germany.

1926
KOHLER® Co. opens a  
plant in Village of KOHLER® 
to manufacture faucets and 
brass accessories.

1927
KOHLER® Co. begins production at its new pottery building, 
capitalizing on a technological breakthrough, KOHLER® Co. 
offers Cast-Iron and Vitreous China plumbing products in 
matching pastel colors.

2001
Mira, the leading shower 
manufacturer in the UK, becomes 
a KOHLER® company.

2008
The European 
warehouse opens in 
Passel, France.

2006
KOHLER® 
sets up office 
in India.
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Functional works of art, Artist Editions decorative products go 

beyond beautiful design. Handcrafted from the finest materials 

to be one of a kind, these products are as individual as you are. 

For the homeowner with an artistic sensibility, these decorative 

products let you create a space that is truly your own.

Balancing artistry and craftsmanship with utility, Artist Editions 

products invite you to celebrate beauty and creativity each day.

11

Intricate Beauty for the Bathroom
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Bronze

Because of its strength and resistance 
to salt water, bronze is a fitting choice 
for a bathroom sink. Highly skilled 
craftspeople transfer each incredibly 
detailed pattern from mold to casting. 
Each sink is smoothed and polished to 
a burnished living finish that deepens 
with character over time.
 

Glass
 
Glass has a versatile, fluid nature that 
lends itself to artistic expression. Cast, 
spun, slumped or pressed – our glass 
sinks are crafted by our own small 
team of artisans, shaping basins that 
range from smooth and sculptural to 
intricate and patterned.
 

Ceramic
 
The inherent strength and durability 
of ceramics make them an ideal 
material for bathroom sinks. The use 
of Ceramic Ink Transfer technique 
achieves a high level of detailing and 
finish not possible with hand painting. 
With detailed precision, each pattern 
is hand-applied before the fixtures are 
fired to perfection in our  
custom kilns. 
 

Handcrafted from the finest materials to be one of a kind, these products 
are as individual as you are. For the homeowner with an artistic sensibility, 
decorative products let you create a space that is truly your own.

Metallic Details
 
Adorning things we value with precious 
metals is a tradition long practiced in 
many cultures. Gold and platinum, 
in particular, have ornamented fine 
dinnerware for centuries. We’ve 
extended this practice to several 
Artist Editions designs, layering gold 
and platinum into complex patterns 
for an added sense of formality and 
sophistication. Metallic patterns 
are hand-applied and kiln-fired for 
durability.
 

Subtle Textures
 
Textured patterns begin with 
meticulously carved, in most cases 
hand-chiseled, plaster molds. From 
these, we create working molds that 
produce ceramic sink castings ready 
to be glazed and fired. The use of 
translucent glaze imparts a unique 
visual and tactile experience. Color 
pools deepens where the pattern dips 
and is softer where the pattern rises. 

Artist Editions
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Kamala® vessel cast bronze bathroom sink  |  K-14281-TF
Purist® widespread wall-mount faucet in brushed bronze   |  K-T14415-3-BV  |  K-410-K-NA 
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Purist® Widespread wall-mount faucet in brushed bronze 
K-T14415-3-BV  |  K-410-K-NA

Inspired by ancient Southeast Asian tribal rain drums, the Kamala® vessel style sink is covered with an 
elaborate low-relief pattern of dots, ridges, scrolls, and links. Toward the center of the basin, a ring of columns 
directs the water’s flow to the integrated drain. Cast from bronze, Kamala® has a living finish that will patina 
gracefully over time.

K-14281-TF  |  Vessel cast bronze bathroom sink  |  Dia. 503mm | H 193mm

Kamala ®

Artist Editions
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Lilies Lore® cast bronze under-mount bathroom sink  |  K-14297-MP1
Margaux® single handle faucet in brushed bronze  |  K-16230-4-BV
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Lilies Lore® is derived from the rich and highly stylized plant motifs of Art Nouveau. Breathing new life into 
an old-world material, this cast-bronze sink takes on a modern shape through an organic and intricate floral 
pattern. The grid drain is built into the basin surface, offering a seamless bowl with a continuous pattern. 
Over time, the patina will deepen to a warm brown finish to reflect the movement of water.

K-14297-MP1  |  Cast bronze under-mount bathroom sink  |  444mm | 367mm | 130mm

Lilies Lore®

Margaux® single handle faucet in brushed bronze 
K-16230-4-BV

Artist Editions
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Antilia® wading Pool® glass bathroom sink  |  K-2369-B11
Purist® tall single-handle faucet in brushed nickel  |  K-14404-4A-BN
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Crafted of cast glass, the Antilia® Wading Pool® basin makes a distinctive statement of quiet luxury,
in an expansive design that becomes a centerpiece in your bath. The subtle rippled texture of the glass
conveys the substantial force of nature and its shifting fluidity, and the durable surface is remarkably
easy to clean.

K-2369-B11  |  Wading Pool® glass bathroom sink  |  713mm | 433mm | 70mm

Antilia®

Stance® tall single-handle faucet in brushed nickel 
K-14761-4-BN

Artist Editions
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Kallos®

Kallos® under-mount bathroom sink  |  K-2361-B11
Pinstripe® pure widespread faucet in polished nickel  |  K-13132-4A-SN 
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With reflective facets of cut glass, Kallos® shines like a jewel in the bath or powder room. Part of the 
Artist EditionsTM line of bath sinks, the spun-glass under-mount basin offers a distinctive architectural 
pattern reminiscent of fine crystal. This basin’s design creates stunning visual depth while 
appropriately concealing the view of toiletries stored inside the vanity.

K-2361-B11  |  Under-mount bathroom sink  |  Dia. 406mm | H 130mm

Kallos®

Pinstripe® pure widespread faucet in polished nickel 
K-13132-4A-SN

Artist Editions
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BrioletteTM

BrioletteTM vessel faceted glass bathroom sink  |  K-2373-TG3
Purist® widespread wall-mount faucet in brushed bronze  |  K-T14415-3-BV  |  K-410-K-NA
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The BrioletteTM glass sink displays a uniquely faceted shape inspired by the precisely cut surfaces of 
precious stone. Gently curved walls highlight the natural textural qualities of glass and create a striking 
reflective effect. This sink sits on top of the counter as a brilliant addition to your bath or powder room.

K-2373-B11  |  Vessel faceted glass bathroom sink  |   Dia. 445mm | H 121mm

BrioletteTM

Falling Water® wall-mount faucet in brushed nickel 
K-T196-BN  |  K-307-K-NA

K-2373-TG6K-2373-TG1 K-2373-TG8K-2373-TG7K-2373-TG3K-2373-TG2

Artist Editions
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Pallene®

Pallene® vessel glass bathroom sink  |  K-14016-B11 
Symbol® tall single-handle faucet in brushed nickel  |  K-19774-4-BN
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The Pallene® glass sink displays an intricate, classically inspired pattern on its underside. The smooth 
surface of this basin highlights the finely detailed design for strong visual appeal.

K-14016-B11  |  Vessel glass bathroom sink  |  479mm | 479mm | 103mm

Pallene®

Symbol® tall single-handle faucet in brushed nickel 
K-19774-4 -BN

Artist Editions
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Inia®

On order
Inia® Wading Pool® glass drop-in rectangular bathroom sink  |  K-2773-TG6
Artifacts® single-handle faucet in vintage nickel  |  K-72762-9M-VNT
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Using stunning pressed-glass construction, the Inia® Wading Pool® sink creates a soothing focal point 
in any bathroom or powder room. Its deep, generously sized basin helps minimize splashing, and 
the glass surface cleans up easily. The subtle hammered texture helps to conceal vanity items and 
fixtures from view.

K-2773-B11  |  Wading Pool® glass drop-in rectangular bathroom sink  |  524mm | 379mm | 119mm

Inia®

Composed® single-handle faucet with pure handle
K-73050-7-TT

Artist Editions
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MarrakeshTM 

MarrakeshTM on vitreous china vanity-top with single faucet hole  |  K-14031-BU-96 
MarrakeshTM on Bol® single-hole bathroom sink faucet  |  K-11000-BU-96
MarrakeshTM on Camber® under-mount bathroom sink  |  K-14046-BU-96
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Named for the ancient capital of Morocco, the MarrakeshTM tabletop was inspired by Moorish architecture
found in this magical city that once served as a stop along a major trade route to the famous Timbuktu. 
This countertop evokes mosaics found in a Moroccan courtyard. Pair it with the MarrakeshTM-patterned 
Camber® sink for a beautiful ensemble.

K-14046-BU-96  |  MarrakeshTM on Camber® under-mount bathroom sink  |  Dia. 356mm | H 175mm

MarrakeshTM 

MarrakeshTM on Bol® single-hole bathroom sink faucet
K-11000-BU-96

MarrakeshTM on vitreous china vanity-top with single faucet hole
K-14031-BU-96  |   L 787 mm × W 556 mm

Artist Editions
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Caravan® Persia  
on Conical Bell®

Caravan® Persia on Conical Bell® vessel  |  K-14223-SR2-0 
Margaux® tall single-hole faucet in polished nickel  |  K-16231-4-SN
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Decorative architecture and Moorish style define the distinctive Persia pattern. Striking open linework 
contrasts with geometric patterns, giving this Conical Bell® sink its finely detailed look. A white 
background emphasizes the pattern yet is neutral enough to complement different fixture styles.  
This sink makes a dramatic, artistic statement. 

K-14223-SR2-0  |  Caravan Persia on Conical Bell® vessel  |  Dia. 413mm | H 108mm

Caravan® Persia  
on Conical Bell®

Purist® tall single-handle faucet in rose gold
K-14404-4A-RGD

Artist Editions
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Serpentine  
BronzeTM on 

Intaglio®

Serpentine BronzeTM on Intaglio® drop-in bathroom sink  |  K-14234-SP-G9
Purist® widespread faucet in brushed bronze  |  K-14406-3-BV
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K-14223-SP-G9 K-14218-SP-G9

A Chinese bronze basin dating from 475-221 B.C. served as inspiration for Serpentine BronzeTM. The 
luxurious pattern of turtles, fish, and intertwining serpents is applied to a Conical Bell® vessel sink, adding 
exotic beauty to your bathroom. Complete this sink with your choice of a wall- or counter-mount faucet.

K-14234-SP-G9  |  Serpentine BronzeTM on Intaglio® drop-in bathroom sink  |  356mm | 432mm | 210mm

Serpentine  
BronzeTM on 

Intaglio®

Artifacts® column design widespread spout in oil-rubbed bronze
K-72760-2BZ  |  K-98068-9M-2BZ

Artist Editions
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Artist Editions
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Impress them with the elegant and exquisite LaureateTM powder room 
which features coordinated vessels and toilets in a textured leaf 
pattern. 

Available in brilliant finish, the LaureateTM design will add elegance  
to your bath or powder room.



LaureateTM 

LAUREATETM on Caxton undercounter in polished gold on white  |  K-14008T-PD-0 
Antique bathroom faucet with oval handles  |  K-280-9B-PB
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LaureateTM  combines a textured acanthus leaf pattern with a metal working style used by the Ottoman Turks. 
Popular in the 18th century, the leaf motif was used in embossed fabrics and as an architectural detail. 
Available in polished platinum, rose gold & gold, this Caxton sink lends elegance to your bath or powder room.

K-14008T-PD-0  |  LAUREATETM on Caxton undercounter in polished gold on white  |  432mm | 356mm | 191mm

LaureateTM 

K-14008T-PK-0 K-14008T-RGD-0 K-99178T-RGD-0 K-99178T-PK-0 K-99178T-PD-0

Antique bathroom faucet with oval handles 
K-280-9B-PB 

Artist Editions
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Mille FleursTM on Conical Bell® vessel  |  K-14223-T9-47 
Finial® Traditional deck-mount faucet in french gold  |  K-T314-4M-AF  |  K-300-K-NA 
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K-14036-T9-47 K-14218-T9-47 K-14275-T9-47

Inspired by old-world folk art, Mille FleursTM adds an understated elegance to the bathroom. Its blossom-
laden branches and birds of flight capture the delicate artistry found in embroidery, rosemaling, and apestry. 
Platinum and gold accents add a refined sense of luxury to this vessel. 

K-14223-T9-47  |  Mille FleursTM on Conical Bell® vessel  |  Dia. 413mm | H 108mm

Mille FleursTM 

Finial® Traditional deck-mount faucet in french gold 
K-T314-4M-AF  |  K-300-K-NA

Artist Editions
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Gilded  
MeadowTM  

Gilded MeadowTM with gold accents on Conical Bell® vessel  |  K-45922-DE-K5
Purist® tall single-handle faucet in brushed bronze  |  K-14404-4A-BV
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Inspired by landscape watercolors, the carved floral pattern and precious-metal accents of Gilded MeadowTM 
create a textured, harmonious look. The dramatic conical shape and distinctive design add sophisticated 
beauty while the neutral palette blends seamlessly with any décor. This vessel-style sink is an elegant focal 
point in both traditional and modern spaces.

K-45922-DE-K5  |  Gilded MeadowTM with gold accents on Conical Bell® vessel  |  Dia. 413mm | H 108mm

Gilded  
MeadowTM  

Purist® tall single-handle faucet in brushed bronze
K-14404-4A-BV

Revival® wall-mount faucet in polished bronze
K-T16106-4A-PB  |  K-410-K-NA

Artist Editions
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Inspired by studio pottery, the DerringTM  collection celebrates the inherent beauty 
and authenticity of handcrafted ceramics. Each sink is a one-of-a-kind creation, 
finished with unique artisanal glazes that produce fascinating surface effects. A 
hand-carved texture accentuates the subtle tonal variations of the glazes. Featured 
in neutral hues, this sink can be the centerpiece of your bath, or it can serve as 
a unifying element that pulls everything else together. This vessel sink offers a 
recessed, low-profile installation that sits just above your counter.

DerringTM 

43

Artist Editions
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Derring® on Carillon® Round Wading Pool® vessel  |  K-17890-RL-RB2
Purist® widespread lavatory faucet  |  K-14406-4-BV
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Purist® widespread faucet in brushed nickel 
K-14406-4-BV

K-17916-RL-RB2
536mm | 370mm | 105mm

K-17889-RL-RB2
Dia. 449mm | H 102mm

Derring® on Carillon® Round Wading Pool® vessel
K-17890-RL-RB2

Artist Editions
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Derring® on Carillon® Round Wading Pool® vessel  |  K-17890-RL-RB3
Finial® Traditional wall-mount faucet in french gold  |  K-343-4M-AF  |  K-410-K-NA
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K-17916-RL-RB3
536mm | 370mm | 105mm

K-17889-RL-RB3
Dia. 449mm | H 102mm

Laminer single-control lavatory faucet
K-2587T-4-CP

Artifacts® Bell design widespread spout in brushed nickel
K-98068-4-BN

Artist Editions
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Derring® on Carillon® Round Wading Pool® vessel
K-17890-RL-RB3
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Derring® on Carillon® Round Wading Pool® vessel  |  K-17890-RL-K8 
Artifacts® column design widespread spout in vintage nickel  |  K-72760-VNT  |  K-98068-3M-VNT 
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K-17916-RL-K8
536mm | 370mm | 105mm

K-17889-RL-K8
Dia. 449mm | H 102mm

K-72760-VNT
K-98068-4-VNT

Artifacts® column design widespread spout in vintage nickel
K-72760-VNT  |  K-98068-9M-VNT

Artist Editions
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Derring® on Carillon® Round Wading Pool® vessel
K-17890-RL-K8
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SartorialTM Paisley on Carillon® vessel  |  K-75749-FP1-0
Purist® widespread faucet in brushed bronze  |  K-14406-3-BV  
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The SartorialTM collection pays homage to the refined elegance of 19th-century European textiles. Inspired 
by haberdashery fabrics, this herringbone pattern strikes a modern, geometric note, showcased beautifully 
on the Carillon® vessel sink. Pair it with the SartorialTM Paisley sink for a coordinated master bath vanity.

K-75748-FP1-0  |  SartorialTM Paisley on Carillon® vessel  |  Dia. 449mm | H 102mm

SartorialTM  
Paisley

K-75749-FP1-0 K-14218-FP1-0

Artifacts® single-handle faucet in brushed bronze
K-72762-9M-BV

Artist Editions
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SartorialTM Herringbone on Carillon® vessel  |  K-75749-HD1-0
Purist® widespread faucet in brushed bronze  |  K-14406-3-BV
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The SartorialTM collection pays homage to the refined elegance of 19th-century European textiles. Inspired  
by an exuberant French block print from 1850, this intricate paisley pattern has an organic quality, showcased 
beautifully on the Carillon® vessel sink. Pair it with the SartorialTM Herringbone sink for a coordinated master 
bath vanity.

K-75748-HD1-0  |  SartorialTM Herringbone on Carillon® vessel  |  536mm | 370mm | 105mm

SartorialTM 
Herringbone

Purist® widespread faucet in brushed bronze 
K-14406-3-BV

Artifacts® column sink spout in oil-rubbed bronze  |  K-72760-2BZ
K-98068-3M-2BZ

K-75749-HD1-0 K-14218-HD1-0

Artist Editions
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Flight of  
FancyTM

Gold accents on Caxton® under-mount vesselTM  |  K-14218-FG-0
Revival® widespread faucet in polished bronze  |  K-16102-4-PB
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Tiny bees and butterflies subtly await discovery. Delicate and understated, the Flight of FancyTM design 
on a Caxton® under-mount sink lends graceful elegance to the bathroom. A tribute to the time-honored 
craftsmanship of traditional raised-enamel relief on dinnerware, the intricate floral detailing is framed by 
thin bands of rich gold.

K-14218-FG-0  |  Gold accents on Caxton® under-mount vessel  |  489mm | 410mm | 210mm

Flight of  
FancyTM

Revival® widespread faucet in polished bronze
K-16102-4-PB

Artist Editions
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The beauty of the ArtifactsTM collection lies in its elegant and timeless 

styling. From casual to formal, ArtifactsTM is at home in any décor–

giving you the freedom to interpret the collection any way you wish. 

What’s more, the spouts, handles and finishes match with accessories 

and bathing and showering components across the collection, 

bringing the entire room together in one complete look.

Uncover a wealth of possibil it ies

ArtifactsTM
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ArtifactsTM can complete the look of your room, or it can become the centrepiece to build an entire room around.

Combine a spout, handles and faucet finish to create a look all your won in three simple steps.

We invite you to play.

1. Choose your spout

2. Choose your handle

3. Choose your finish
CP BN BV 2BZ VNT

ArtifactsTM
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Bell Design  |  K-72759-2BZ
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Tea Design  |  K-72758-CP 
Widespread Spout

Bell Design  |  K-72759-CP 
Widespread Spout

Column Design  |  K-72760-CP 
Widespread Spout

Bathroom Sink Spouts

Lever Handle  |  K-98068-4-CP Prong Handle  |  K-98068-3M-CP Swing Lever Handle  |  K-98068-9M-CP

COMPLETE THE LOOK WITH: Bathroom Sink Handles

ArtifactsTM
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Finishes Polished 
Chrome |  CP

Brushed  
Nickel | BN

Brushed 
Bronze |  BV

Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze | 2BZ Vintage | VNT



Single-Handle Faucet  |  K-72762-9M-BV
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Single-Handle Faucet  |  K-72762-9M-CP

ArtifactsTM
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Swing Lever Handle  |  K-TS72767-9M-2BZ
Flare Design  |  K-72791-2BZ
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Lever Handle  |  K-TS72767-4-CP

Prong Handle  |  K-TS72767-3M-CP

Swing Lever Handle  |  K-TS72767-9M-CP

Rite-Temp® Pressure-Balancing Valve Trim

ArtifactsTM
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Finishes Polished 
Chrome |  CP

Brushed  
Nickel | BN

Brushed 
Bronze |  BV

Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze | 2BZ Vintage | VNT



Prong Handle  |  K-T72771-3M-VNT
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ArtifactsTM
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Lever Handle  |  K-T72770-4-CP Prong Handle  |  K-T72770-3M-CP Swing Lever Handle  |  K-T72770-9M-CP

Transfer Valve Trim

Lever Handle  |  K-T72771-4-CP Prong Handle  |  K-T72771-3M-CP Swing Lever Handle  |  K-T72771-9M-CP

Volume Control Valve Trim

Finishes Polished 
Chrome |  CP

Brushed  
Nickel | BN

Brushed 
Bronze |  BV

Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze | 2BZ Vintage | VNT



Showerhed  |  K-72773-2BZ  |  K-72774-2BZ
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Showerhed  |  K-72773-CP 2.5 gpm
Single-Function Showerhead with Katalyst® Spray

Flare Design  |  K-72791-CP

Handshower  |  K-72776-CP
Single-Function 2.0 gpm

Turned Design  |  K-72792-CP

Wall-Mount Handshower  
Holder and Supply Elbow 
K-72797-CP

Wall-Mount Supply Elbow 
K-72796-CP

30” Slidebar 
K-72798-CP

Showering

Wall-Mount Bath Spouts

COMPLETE THE LOOK WITH: Showering Components

ArtifactsTM
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Finishes Polished 
Chrome |  CP

Brushed  
Nickel | BN

Brushed 
Bronze |  BV

Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze | 2BZ Vintage | VNT



Finishing Ensemble  |  K-72574-CP
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Double Robe Hook 
K-72572-CP

Toilet Tissue Carriage 
K-72576-CP

Finishing Ensemble 
K-72574-CP

Also Sold Separately:
Ceramic Tray   |  K-98629-CP
Soap Dispenser  |  K-98630-CP
Tumbler    |  K-98631-CP

Pivoting Toilet Tissue Holder 
K-72573-CP

Towel Ring  |  K-72571-CP 18” Towel Bar  |  K-72567-CP 
24” Towel Bar  | K-72568-CP
30” Towel Bar  | K-72569-CP

Hotelier  |  K-72575-CP 24” Double Towel Bar 
K-72570-CP

ArtifactsTM
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Finishes Polished 
Chrome |  CP

Brushed  
Nickel | BN

Brushed 
Bronze |  BV

Oil-Rubbed 
Bronze | 2BZ Vintage | VNT
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A seamless blend of art and technology, Kohler® whirlpools 

and baths will transform your bathing environment into a 

luxurious retreat. Durable materials,such as Kohler® Cast Iron 

and high-gloss acrylic, form the foundation for ergonomic 

basin shapes in an array of styles. Relax, rejuvenate and 

renew with Kohler® whirlpools and baths.

BathingTM
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Here’s a closer look at the technology systems that drive Kohler® 

hydrotherapies. Each of these technologies has been developed 

by our own design and engineering teams to bring you the best in 

hydrotherapy options and experiences.UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

Kohler®

EFFERVESCENCE 
TECHNOLOGY

A series of ports, optimally located, 
distributes champagne-like bubbles 
that are comprised of the perfect 
combination of air and water, 
allowing them to cling to and caress 
your skin. The result is a sublime, 
all-encompassing experience.

VIBRACOUSTIC

KOHLER’s VibrAcoustic technology 
brings personalized hydrotherapy 
to this spacious Underscore bath, 
for a sensual experience unlike any 
other. Hidden speakers emit sound 
waves that envelop and gently 
resound within the body. Choose a 
soothing spa session with built-in 
compositions, unwind to your own 
music playlists, or catch up on news 
and podcasts.

RIVERBATH

Available on select models, a factory-
installed pillow with two integral 
neckjets pulses alternately from left 
to right for a stimulating, stress-
relieving massage at the back of the 
neck. Customize your experience by 
adjusting the pulse and water flow to 
your level of comfort.

BASKTM HEATED SURFACE

Select baths are available with a 
heated back surface for additional 
spa-like comfort. Three adjustable 
temperature settings invite you to 
customize your bathing experience 
and immerse yourself in warmth 
and relaxation.
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WHIRLPOOL JETS

Kohler® whirlpool jets are individually 
adjustable to target specific areas 
of your body. Delivering the optimal 
mix of air and water, they fully 
adjust for water flow intensity and 
directional control.

CHROMATHERAPY

A color experience designed to 
enhance bathing, this eight-color 
spectrum washes over the body in 
a repeating one-minute sequence or 
may be programmed to rest on any 
one of the colors, to help create a 
soothing or energizing ambience.

BACKJETS

On select models, the Bodyssage 
backjet system, featuring ten 
Kohler® backjets, loosens tension 
throughout the back and shoulders 
and encourages deep breathing. Our 
backjets fire two by two, targeting 
the lower back first and moving all 
the way to the shoulders. In this way, 
our backjets simulate the natural 
progression of a hands-on massage.

BUBBLEMASSAGETM  
AIRJET DESIGN

This proprietary design ensures 
comfortable and consistent 
bubbling action, making Kohler® 
BubbleMassage the ultimate air 
bath experience. The 360-degree 
staggered airjet design, along with 
targeted foot and lumbar airjets, 
delivers a full-body massage.
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FLEXJET TECHNOLOGY

Flexjet whirlpool jets are individually 
adjustable to target specific areas of 
your body. They adjust 360 degrees 
for intensity level and 60 degrees 
for direction, and deliver the optimal 
mix of air and water.

NECK MASSAGE

Unique dual action neck massage 
pillow offer both radiant heating and 
kneading function to relieve  
the muscles.

BACKJETS

The Bodyssage backjet system, 
featuring 10 Kohler® backjets that 
operate in sequences to simulate a 
spa massage, loosen tension up the 
back and across the shoulders, and 
encourage deep breathing.

IDEAL WHIRLPOOL AIRJETS

With bi-directional air jets and a 
unique swirling bubble effect, you 
experience a relaxing massage  
with the consistent flow of air and 
water pressure.

WATERPROOF  
REMOTE CONTROL

Selected models comes with  
a waterproof remote control  
which adds further customization  
and convenience.

Bathing®
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With two distinct bathing wells of different depths and a cool-off area, this whirlpool lets you create your 
own home-spa experience for two people. Individually adjustable jets, effervescence ports, and two 
sets of backjets offer a range of options for gentle or invigorating water massages suited to each bather. 
Chromatherapy lights permeate the bath while allowing you to change the atmosphere as you please. 

K-1111-VLN-0  |  Drop-in whirlpool with BodyMassageTM backjet  |  1759mm | 1759mm | 610mm

ConsonanceTM

Strayt deck-mount bath shower faucet 
K-37337T-4-CP

Flexjet® whirlpool trim kit with six jets
K-9696-0

Must Order:
Whirlpool trim kit with six jets (K-9696-0)  |  2” adjustable pop-up drain with high volume and tailpiece (K-7167-CP)

Bathing®
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The natural rhythm of water can be found in the hypnotic cascade of a waterfall, a tranquil brook, and the 
exhilarating rush of rapids. The RiverBath® whirlpool brings home these natural sounds and rhythms combined 
with mood-enhancing color light therapy. Rapids, whitewater, and whirlpool settings offer a full range of water 
massage treatments at the touch of a button in a spacious bath sized for multiple bathers.

K-1397-H2-0  |  Drop-in whirlpool with chromatherapy and heater without jet trim  |  1905mm | 635mm

RiverBath®

Must Order:
Whirlpool trim kit (9398-CP)  |  2” adjustable pop-up drain with high volume and tailpiece (K-7167-CP)  |  Deck-mount trim for transfer valve/vacuum breaker with lever handle, valve not included 
(K-T9540-4-CP)  |  Three-way handshower hose guide (K-8548-CP)  |  Deck-mount high-flow bath valve trim with traditional handle, less spout, valve not included (K-T16124-4A-CP)  |  2.5 gpm 
multifunction 3-way relaxing handshower (K-8502-CP)

RiverBath® whirlpool trim kit
K-9398-CP

Bathing®
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The natural rhythm of water can be found in the hypnotic cascade of a waterfall, a tranquil brook, and the 
exhilarating rush of rapids. The RiverBath® whirlpool brings home these natural sounds and rhythms combined 
with mood-enhancing color light therapy. Rapids, whitewater, and whirlpool settings offer a full range of water 
massage treatments at the touch of a button-in a spacious bath sized for multiple bathers.

K-1360-H2-0  |  Drop-in whirlpool with integral fill, chromatherapy and heater without jet trim  |  1905mm | 1143mm | 635mm

RiverBath®

RiverBath® whirlpool trim kit
K-9398-CP

Must Order:
Whirlpool trim kit (9398-CP)  |  2” adjustable pop-up drain with high volume and tailpiece (K-7167-CP)  |  Deck-mount high-flow bath valve trim with traditional handle, less spout, valve not  
included (K-T16124-4A-CP)  |  2.5 gpm multifunction 3-way relaxing handshower (K-8502-CP)  |  Deck-mount trim for transfer valve/vacuum breaker with lever handle, valve not included  
(K-T9540-4-CP)  |  Two-way diverter valve and handshower hose guide (K-8548-CP)  |  Grab bars (K-9669-CP)

Bathing®
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Relax your body, calm your mind, and lift your spirits in a luxurious bath of water and sound. KOHLER’s 
VibrAcoustic® technology brings personalized hydrotherapy to this spacious Underscore® bath, for a 
sensual experience unlike any other. Choose a soothing spa session with built-in compositions, unwind to 
your own music playlists, or catch up on news and podcasts. Chromatherapy lights, with a sequence of 
eight colors, accompany the acoustics for the ultimate relaxation experience.

K-1835-VBC-0  |  Drop-in VibrAcoustic® bath with chromatherapy and center drain  |  1905mm | 1041mm | 635mm

Underscore®

Must Order:
Slotted overflow brass bath drain (K-7271-CP)

Bathing®
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Escape and unwind in this ultra-deep and private retreat. With a continuous flow of water cascading  
over the sides of the basin, the SOK® bath offers whole-body immersion as chromatherapy surrounds 
you with calming colored lights. Effervescence ports release thousands of tiny champagne-like bubbles, 
creating a luxurious sensory experience.

K-1189-C1-0  |  Drop-in effervescence bath with chromatherapy and left-hand drain  |  1905mm | 1041mm | 635mm

SOK®

Must Order:
Laminar wall- or ceiling-mount bath filler with 0.95” orifice (K-923-CP)  |  Clearflo 1-1/2-Inch Pop-Up Drain (K-7193-CP)
* Trim Only, for use with valve K-2976-KS-NA

Laminar wall or ceiling-mount bath filler with 0.95” orifice 
K-923-CP

Loure® stacked thermostatic trim 
K-45725T-4-CP*

Bathing®
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